This paper describes the approach to hedge detection we developed, in order to participate in the shared task at CoNLL-2010. A supervised learning approach is employed in our implementation. Hedge cue annotations in the training data are used as the seed to build a reliable hedge cue set. Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) model is used as the learning technique to determine uncertainty. By making use of Apache Lucene, we are able to do fuzzy string match to extract hedge cues, and to incorporate part-of-speech (POS) tags in hedge cues. Not only can our system determine the certainty of the sentence, but is also able to find all the contained hedges. Our system was ranked third on the Wikipedia dataset. In later experiments with different parameters, we further improved our results, with a 0.612 F-score on the Wikipedia dataset, and a 0.802 F-score on the biological dataset.
Introduction
A hedge is a mitigating device used to lessen the impact of an utterance 1 . As a very important way to precisely express the degree of accuracy and truth assessment in human communication, hedging is widely used in both spoken and written languages. Detecting hedges in natural language text can be very useful for areas like text mining and information extraction. For example, in opinion mining, hedges can be used to assess the degree of sentiment, and refine sentiment classes from {positive, negative, objective} to {positive, somehow positive, objective, somehow objective, negative, somehow negative}.
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Hedge (linguistics) Hedge detection related work has been conducted by several people. Light et al. (2004) started to do annotations on biomedicine article abstracts, and conducted the preliminary work of automatic classification for uncertainty. Medlock and Briscoe (2007) devised detailed guidelines for hedge annotations, and used a probabilistic weakly supervised learning approach to classify hedges. Ganter and Strube (2009) took Wikipedia articles as training corpus, used weasel words' frequency and syntactic patterns as features to classify uncertainty.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the architecture of our system. Section 3 explains how we make use of Apache Lucene to do fuzzy string match and incorporate POS tag in hedge cues and our method to generate hedge cue candidates. Section 4 describes the details of using MaxEnt model to classify uncertainty. We present and discuss experiments and results in section 5, and conclude in section 6.
System Architecture
Our system is divided into training and testing modules. The architecture of our system is shown in Figure 1 .
In the training module, we use the training corpus to learn a reliable hedge cue set with balanced support and confidence, then train a MaxEnt model for each hedge cue to classify the uncertainty for sentences matched by that hedge cue.
In the testing module, the learned hedge cues are used to match the sentences to classify, then each matched sentence is classified using the corresponding MaxEnt model. A sentence will be classified as uncertain if the MaxEnt model determines it is. Because of this design, our system is not only able to check if a sentence is uncertain, but also can detect the contained hedges. 
Learn Hedge Cues
The training data provided by CoNLL-2010 shared task contain "<ccue></ccue>" annotations for uncertain sentences. Most of the annotations are either too strict, which makes them hard to use to match other sentences, or too general, which means that most of the matched sentences are not uncertain. Similar to how Liu (2007) measures the usefulness of association rules, we use support and confidence to measure the usefulness of a hedge cue.
Support is the ratio of sentences containing a hedge cue to all sentences. Because in a training dataset, the number of all the sentences is a fixed constant, we only use the number of sentences containing the hedge cue as support, see formula 1. In the other part of this paper, sentences matched by hedge cues means sentences contains hedge cues. We use support to measure the degree of generality of a hedge cue.
Confidence is the ratio of sentences which contain a hedge cue and are uncertain to all the sentences containing the hedge cue, as formula 2. We use confidence to measure the reliability for a word or phrase to be a hedge cue. • Analyzer: Raw texts are preprocessed before being added to the index: text preprocessing components such as tokenization, stop words removal, and stemming are parts of an analyzer.
• Document: A document represents a collection of fields, it could be a web page, a text file, or only a paragraph of an article.
• Field: A field represents a document or the meta-data associated with that document, like the author, type, URL. A field has a name and a value, and a bunch of options to control how Lucene will index its value.
• Term: The very basic unit of a search. It contains a field name and a value to search.
• Query: The root class used to do search upon an index.
In our implementation, Lucene is used for the following 3 purposes:
• Enable quick counting for combinations of words and POS tags.
• Store the training and testing corpus for fast counting and retrieval.
• Allow gap between words or POS tags in hedge cues to match sentences.
Lucene provides the capability to build customized analyzers for complex linguistics analysis. Our customized Lucene analyzer employs tokenizer and POS tagger from OpenNLP tools 3 to do tokenization and POS tagging. For every word in the sentence, we put two Lucene tokens in the same position, by setting up the second token's PositionIncremental attribute to be 0.
For example, for sentence it is believed to be very good, our analyzer will make Lucene store it as Figure Indexing text in that way, we are able to match sentences cross words and POS tags. For example, the phrase it is believed will be matched by it is believed, it is VBN, it VBZ believed. This technique enables us to generalize a hedge cue.
In our implementation, all the data for training and testing are indexed. The indexing schema is: a sentence is treated as a Lucene document; the content of the sentence is analyzed by our customized analyzer; other information like sentence id, sentence position, uncertainty is stored as fields of the document. In this way, we can query all those fields, and when we find a match, we can easily get all the information out just from the index.
Lucene provides various types of queries to search the indexed content. We use SpanNearQuery and BooleanQuery to search the matched sentences for hedge cues. We rely on SpanNearQuery's feature of allowing positional restriction when matching sentences. When building a SpanNearQuery, we can specify the position gap allowed among the terms in the query. We build a SpanNearQuery from a hedge cue, put each token as a term of the query, and set the position gap to be 2. Take Figure 3 as an example, because the gap between token is and said is 1, is less than the specified gap setting 2, so It is widely said to be good will count as a match with hedge cue is said.
Figure 3: SpanNearQuery Matching Example
We use BooleanQuery with nested SpanNearQuery and TermQuery to count uncertain sentences, then to calculate the confidence of a hedge cue.
Hedge Cue Candidate Generation
We firstly tried to use the token as the basic unit for hedge cues. However, several pieces of evidence suggest it is not appropriate.
• Low Coverage. We only get 42 tokens in Wikipedia training data, using 20, 0.4 as the thresholds for support and confidence.
• Irrelevant words or stop words with lower thresholds. When we use 5, 0.3 as the thresholds for coverage and confidence, we get 279 tokens, however, words like is, his, musical, voters, makers appear in the list.
We noticed that many phrases with similar structures or fixed collocations appear very often in the annotations, like it is believed, it is thought, many of them, many of these and etc. Based on this observation, we calculated the support and confidence for some examples, see We decided to use the phrase or collocation as the basic unit for hedge cues. There are two problems in using the original annotations as hedge cues:
• High confidence but low coverage: annotations that contain proper nouns always have very high confidence, usually 100%, however, they have very low support.
• High coverage but low confidence: annotations with only one token are very frequent, but only a few of them result in enough confidence.
To balance confidence and support, we built our hedge cue candidate generator. Its architecture is presented in Figure 4 . The three main components of the hedge cue candidate generator are described below.
Annotation Extender: When the input hedge cue annotation contains only 1 token, this component will be used. It will generate 3 more hedge cue candidates by adding the surrounding tokens. We expect to discover candidates with higher confidence.
Token Pruner: According to our observations, proper nouns rarely contribute to the uncertainty of a sentence, and our Lucene based string matching method ensures that the matched sentences remain matched after we remove tokens from the original cue annotation. So we remove proper nouns in the original cue annotation to generate hedge cue candidates. By using this component, we expect to extract hedge cues with higher support.
POS Tag Replacer: This component is used to generalize similar phrases, by using POS tags to replace the concrete words. For example, we use the POS tag VBN to replace believed in it is believed to generate it is VBN. Hence, when a sentence contains it is thought in the testing dataset, even if it is thought never appeared in the training data set, we will still be able to match it and classify it against the trained MaxEnt model. We expect that this component will be able to increase support. Due to the O(2 n ) time complexity, we did not try the brute force approach to replace every word, only the words with the POS tags in Table 2 are replaced in the process.
POS Description
Example VBN past participle verb it is believed NNS plural common noun some countries DT determiner some of those CD numeral, cardinal one of the best Table 2 : POS Tag Replacer Examples
After hedge cue candidates are generated, we convert them to Lucene queries to calculate their confidence and support. We prune those that fall below the predefined confidence and support settings.
Learn Uncertainty
Not all the learned hedge cues have 100% uncertainty confidence, given a hedge cue, we need to learn how to classify whether a matched sentence is uncertain or not. The classification model is, given a tuple of (Sentence, Hedge Cue), in which the sentence contains the hedge cue, we classify it to the outcome set {Certain, Uncertain}.
MaxEnt is a general purpose machine learning technique, it makes no assumptions in addition to what we know from the data. MaxEnt has been widely used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks like POS tagging, word sense disambiguation, and proved its efficiency. Due to MaxEnt's capability to combine multiple and dependent knowledge sources, we employed MaxEnt as our machine learning model. Features we used to train the model include meta information features and collocation features.
Meta Information Features include three features:
• Sentence Location: The location of the sentence in the article, whether in the title or in the content. We observed sentences in the title are rarely uncertain.
• Number of Tokens: The number of tokens in the sentence. Title of article is usually shorter, and more likely to be certain.
• Hedge Cue Location: The location of matched tokens in a sentence. We consider them to be in the beginning, if the first token of the matched part is the first token in the sentence; to be at the end, if the last token of the matched part is the last token of the sentence; otherwise, they are in the middle. We were trying to use this feature as a simplified version to model the syntactic role of hedge cues in sentences.
Collocation Features include the word and POS tag collocation features:
• Word Collocation: Using a window size of 5, extract all the word within that window, excluding punctuation.
• POS Tag Collocation: Using a window size of 5, extract all the POS tags of tokens within that window, excluding punctuation.
We use the OpenNLP MaxEnt 4 Java library as the MaxEnt trainer and classifier. For each hedge cue, the training is iterated 100 times, with no cut off threshold for events.
Experiments and Discussion
We first ran experiments to evaluate the performance of the entire system. We used official dataset as training and testing, with different confidence and support thresholds. The result on official Wikipedia dataset is presented in Table 3 . Result on the biological dataset is listed in Table 4 . In the result tables, the first 2 columns are the confidence and support threshold; "Cues" is the number of generated hedge cues; the last 3 columns are standard classifier evaluation measures.
Our submitted result used 0.35, 5 as the thresholds for confidence and support. We officially placed third on the Wikipedia dataset, with a 0.5741 F-score, and third from last on the biological dataset, with a 0.7692 F-score. In later experiments, we used different parameters, which resulted in a 0.03 F-score improvement. We believe the big difference of ranking on different datasets comes from the incomplete training. Due to incorrect estimation of running time, we only used the smaller training file in our submitted biological result.
From Table 3 and 4, we can see that a higher confidence threshold gives higher precision, and Since the lower support threshold could generate more hedge cues, it will generate less training instances for hedge cues with both low confidence and support, which affects the performance of the MaxEnt classifier. In both datasets, it appears that 0.5 and 5 are the best thresholds for confidence and support, respectively. Beyond the performance of the entire system, our hedge cue generator yields very promising results. Using the best parameters we just noted above, our hedge cue generator generates 52 hedge cues with confidence 100% on the Wikipedia dataset, and 332 hedge cues in the biological dataset. Some hedge cue examples are shown in Table 5 .
We also ran experiments to verify the performance of our MaxEnt classifier. We used the same setting of datasets as for the system performance evaluation. Given a hedge cue, we extracted all the matched sentences from the training set to train a MaxEnt classifier, and used it to classify the matched sentences by the hedge cue in testing set. Table 5 : Generated Hedge Cue Examples Table 6 shows the results, the hedge cues were manually chosen with relative higher support.
We can see that the performance of the MaxEnt classifier correlates tightly with confidence and support. Higher confidence means a more accurate detection for a phrase to be hedge cue, while higher support means more training instances for the classifier: the best strategy would be to find hedge cues with both high confidence and support.
While experimenting with the system, we found several potential improvements.
• Normalize words. Take the word suggest as an example. In the generated hedge cues, we found that its other forms are everywhere, like it suggested, NNS suggests a, and DT suggesting that. As we put POS tags into Lucene index, we can normalize words to their base forms using a morphology parser, and put base forms into index. After that, the query with suggest will match all the forms.
• Use more sophisticated features to train the MaxEnt classifier. Currently we only use shallow linguistics information as features, however we noticed that the role of the phrase could be very important to decide whether it indicates uncertainty. We can deep parse sentences, extract the role information, and add it to the feature list of classifier.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described the hedge detection system we developed to participate in the shared task of CoNLL-2010. Our system uses a heuristic learner to learn hedge cues, and uses MaxEnt as its machine learning model to classify uncertainty for sentences matched by hedge cues. Hedge cues in our system include both words and POS tags, which make them more general. Apache Lucene is integrated into our system to efficiently run complex linguistic queries on the corpus.
